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Mayor Gloria signs new Barrio Logan Community Plan Update, replacing 43-year-old blueprint
“Mayor Todd Gloria signed the Barrio Logan Community Plan Update into law Tuesday, replacing a 43 -year old
blueprint with one intended to end what some city council members called environmental racism in the San Diego
neighborhood plagued with long-simmering tensions between residents and heavy industry.

(KUSI Newsroom)

“The updated Barrio Logan Community Plan represents decades of hard work and community advocacy for an
appropriate and consistent vision for this historic San Diego neighborhood, ” Gloria said. “This important update was
made possible through unprecedented collaboration of the Barrio Logan community and the maritime industry to
address longstanding environmental justice issues and create a brighter future for Barrio Logan while maintaining its
unique culture and character.”
“The signing of the Barrio Logan Community Plan is the culmination of years of hard work and compromise by
residents and industry,” said Derry Pence, president of the Port of San Diego Ship Repair Association. “The creation of
a transition zone not only protects the residents from the impacts of heavy industrial work, but it also ensures that the
industries outside the buffer zone continue to do their work and provide good, high -paying jobs.””

Congress passes defense policy bill with budget boost, military justice reforms
“After months of debate and weeks of angst, the Senate on Wednesday voted 88-11 to finalize plans for a $740 billion
authorization bill for the Department of Defense, sending the sweeping military policy measure to the White House for the
61st consecutive year.

(MC3 Gray Gibson/U.S.
Navy )

The move codifies the annual 2.7% pay raise for troops in 2022, backs $25 billion more in military spending for fiscal
2022 than the White House requested and overhauls how certain sexual misconduct crimes are prosecuted under
military rules.
But what the bill doesn’t include has gotten more attention than what it does.
To speed up passage, congressional leaders dropped language to add women to the Selective Service System for
potential future conscription, scaled back plans for even more dramatic military justice changes and dumped several
other provisions.
But both Republican and Democratic leaders praised the final product as providing key support for the military in an
uncertain global environment.
Lawmakers’ biggest addition to the defense bill in recent months was arguably the $25 billion in additional military
spending.
White House officials and House progressives complained in recent months the money was unnecessary, given
significant defense funding plus-ups over the past four years under former President Donald Trump.
White House officials and House progressives complained in recent months the money was unnecessary, given
significant defense funding plus-ups over the past four years under former President Donald Trump.
But the extra funding found bipartisan backing in both chambers, with supporters pointing to military build -ups by Russia
and China. Moderate Democrats said the money was needed to boost research and development spending, and future
budget plans from Biden should follow suit.”

Continued on page 2
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Pacific Deterrence Initiative: A look at funding in the new defense bill, and what must happen now
“The Pentagon’s first draft of the Pacific Deterrence Initiative has been dead on arrival since its submission to Congress in
May. But with the National Defense Authorization Act for fiscal 2022 headed to the president’s desk, Congress has
rewritten the PDI and established a new baseline against which future Pentagon efforts to deter China will be measured.

(MC Shannon Renfroe/U.S.
Navy via AP )

Congress established the PDI last year for two basic reasons: to better understand what the Pentagon was spending in the
Indo-Pacific region, and to change the composition of that spending.
But in its first attempt to craft PDI, the Pentagon floundered — doubling down on platform investments at the expense of
joint and enabling capabilities. Funding for one destroyer, one fleet oiler and F -35 upgrades accounted for nearly three
quarters of the initiative. Meanwhile, paltry sums were left for other key lines of effort, such as a pitiful $500,000 for
“strengthening alliances and partnerships.” The request also puzzlingly omitted Indo-Pacific investments that would have
better aligned to PDI’s objectives.
Congress’ rewritten version of the PDI represents a major improvement. It removed spending that does not belong in the
PDI. It refocused funding on joint and enabling capabilities primarily west of the international dateline. Congress also
effectively targeted new spending on high-priority needs such as the Guam Defense System, the Pacific Multi-Domain
Training and Experimentation Capability, and “planning and design” activities that will be used to develop shovel-ready
military construction projects to advance a distributed and resilient theater force posture.
In other words, fiscal 2022 is just the beginning. Congress expects PDI to grow in future years above the baseline
established in the NDAA.”

Pentagon stops implementing vaccine mandate for defense contractors
“The race to vaccinate defense workers is now at a standstill, after a US district court judge blocked the implementation of
the vaccine mandate for federal contractors last week.
The Defense Department issued a Dec. 9 memo instructing its contracting officers to stop enforcing President Joe Biden ’s
Sept. 9 executive order, which required workers for federal contractors to be vaccinated for COVID-19 by Jan. 18. The
memo was first reported by Politico.
(Getty Images/Drew Angerer )

The memo was released after a judge for the US District Court for the Southern District of Georgia issued a nationwide
injunction on Dec. 7, which prevents the vaccine mandate from being carried out.
Pentagon spokeswoman Jessica Maxwell acknowledged that the department has “provided guidance to contracting officers
to ensure compliance with the court order and instructed contracting officers not to enforce the vaccination mandate at this
time,” she said in a statement.
In October, several companies, including Northrop Grumman and Raytheon, indicated they had begun hiring workers under
the expectation that companies would be forced to lay off employees who did not conform with the mandate. ”

Biden To Nominate Senate Staffer Erik Raven for Navy Under Secretary
“President Joe Biden on Monday disclosed plans to nominate a Senate staffer to serve as the new under secretary of the Navy.
Erik Raven, who is currently the majority clerk for the Senate Appropriations defense subcommittee, is Biden’s pick to serve as
the Navy’s second highest-ranking civilian.

(U.S. Marine Corps Photo )

In his role as the majority clerk, Raven “oversees more than $700 billion of annual spending by the Department of Defense and
the intelligence community,” the White House said in an announcement.
“Prior to joining the Appropriations Committee in 2007, he served as national security adviser and legislative director to Senator
Robert C. Byrd, fellow to Senator Ted Kennedy, in several positions for Senator Dianne Feinstein, and as an English teacher in
China.
James Geurts, who was the Navy’s acquisition executive during the Trump administration, was performing the duties of the
under secretary from February to August.”
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Inflation and budget gridlock take a toll on the Pentagon
“Inflation is now a national security issue.
The prospect of increased weapons costs and rising wages are already causing significant problems for Pentagon planners
as they craft President Joe Biden’s upcoming budget proposal for fiscal 2023, defense experts say.

(Carolyn Kaster/AP )

Complicating matters, the White House Office of Management and Budget, or OMB, has not given the Pentagon a top line
for fiscal 2023, with the budget submission deadline just weeks away.
Federal agencies typically submit budget requests to OMB in early September, and OMB decides on that request in
November ― the “pass-back” phase. Though the process is often delayed, the target is for the president’s budget to be
decided in December, drafted in January and submitted in early February.
The prospect of inflation-related cost increases are stoking fears in the defense sector the Pentagon will make up the
difference by delaying some big-ticket modernization programs or by cutting quantities.
Experts predict rising inflation will drive up programmatic costs, especially in cases where the Pentagon signed a cost sharing contract. Bank of America Merrill Lynch analyst Ronald Epstein said he could see defense contractors seeking to
renegotiate with the government as their costs rise due to higher prices for parts, materials and labor. ”

About the SAC:
The Strategic Affairs Committee’s charter is to monitor current events and news relevant to the Ship Repair Industry and provide the Association's
board of directors with items of interest that may affect the industry and / or the membership. The information includes but is not limited to current
events, geopolitical information, budget news, political information and upcoming legislation.
The PSDSRA's Facebook page is regularly updated with news, which is focused on, timely and relevant information of value to our
members in the Maritime Industry. To view, like, and/or follow the PSDSRA’s page, click the Facebook logo.
The SAC meets on the 3rd Tuesday of every month.
To join the Committee - Email KWilkinson@delphinus.com and you’ll be added to the committee distributions and meeting invitations.
Current Active Committee Members include: Kyle Wilkinson, Derry Pence, Terry Buis, Marcel Becker, Kyle Clapp, Kelvan Hall, Michael Curtain,
Michael Bice, Ed Zajonc, Morgan Miller, Lorenzo Ramirez, Patrick Mooney, Ross Shook, Desiree Waldon, David Widener, Chris Hill, and Dan
Cummins.
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KWilkinson@delphinus.com.
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MAR I N E SHIPYARD

Our job is to make yours easier.
WITH OVER 30 YEARS of experience providing nationally renown

staffing and recruitment services in support of America’s infrastructure, we understand that all companies face different
challenges in finding great talent.
At Ameri-Force, our insightful operations teams draw on
that experience to tailor company-specific solutions to whatever
staffing challenge you’re facing—from logistics to cost and
performance issues, and everything in between. Leveraging one
of the industry’s largest databases of qualified candidates and
two national recruitment centers, we then get to work procuring
the highest caliber of candidate so you can stay focused on
safety, production, and quality.
Whether you have need for permanent, contract, or tempto-hire support, right here in San Diego or in virtually any other
shipyard across the United States, Ameri-Force is here to craft
the right recruitment solution for your business needs.
REPRESENTATIVE INDUSTRIES
	
All Major US Naval Shipyards
	
Major US Commercial Port Operators
 M
ajor US Aerospace & Defense Contractors
	 G
lobal Heavy Machinery & Equipment Manufacturers
	
Global Industrial and Construction Providers
	
National Conventional & Renewable Energy Suppliers
DIFFERENTIATORS & ANCILLARY SERVICES
	
Selective Staffing and Payroll
	
Certified Payroll
	
Secret Clearance Positions
	
Turnkey Firewatch Program
	
Employee Shared Ownership Plan
	
Career Services & Consultation

NATIONAL REACH
With nine offices, two national recruitment
centers, a vast network of hospitality and
transportation partners, and field representatives strategically placed to support even
the most remote jobsites, we’ve got you
covered in every corner of the country.
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Bremerton, WA
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Mobile, AL






Pascagoula, MS
New Orleans, LA
Gainesville, GA
Cincinnati, OH
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CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
7077 Bonneval Road, Suite 220
Jacksonville, FL 32216

SAN DIEGO REGIONAL OFFICE
2500 Hoover Avenue, Suite H
National City, CA 91950
Brett Davis, VP of Operations–Industrial
e bdavis@AmeriForce.com
p (619) 336-9858
c (617) 548-9236

AmeriForce.com

| Excellence at work.

NAICS 336611, 561320
CAGE 4AQE8, 0HU08, 6W6Q2
DUNS 12-321-0994, 18-949-5364, 93-505-4338
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